
July 17, 2020 – 25 Tammuz, 5780 
 
Dear Temple Beth-El family, 
 
The paired Torah portions that we read this week (Mattot and Masei) comprise the concluding chapters 
of the Book of Numbers (Bemidbar).  As such, they capture the travels of the Israelites as they close in 
on the place they will settle as their national home.  It has been a long and, at times, divisive journey – 
at no point more so than at this moment. 
 
As the Israelite encampment approaches the Jordan River, a dispute arises among the constituent 
factions. Three of the tribes (well technically, 2-1/2) announce that they intend to settle on the eastern 
(near) side of the river, an area now known as the trans-Jordan. They will not be accompanying their 
peers as they continue into Israel’s historic boundaries. 
 
If it seems from our perspective a minor dispute, it is not. The capture and settlement of the area on the 
far (western) side of the Jordan is the mission that has defined the Israelites and their journey for the 
better part of forty years. What is more, it was the fear that the Israelite forces would prove inadequate 
to conquer the Land that deterred the emigres from Egypt from making a direct foray into Eretz Yisrael 
in the wake of the spies' report.  This dispute over the various tribes’ place of settlement thus bears 
upon the Israelites’ foundational social compact.  
 
The impulse - on the part of all parties - must be to simply walk away.  How betrayed the majority must 
feel by those who are opting to stay behind! How exposed the dissenters must feel in being asked to risk 
their lives for land they do not personally desire! 
 
But despite the temptation, the people do not split (at least not conceptually). They sit down with one 
another and find a vocabulary through which to reconcile their differences, distinguishing between 
rights held and those executed, between one’s obligations to one’s family or clan and to the larger 
national entity. In the end what these discussions, which must have been grueling, resolve is not just the 
boundaries of each tribe’s settlement, but the survival of the Jewish people.  For had they parted as this 
juncture, neither entity could have endured. 
 
It can be so difficult - intellectually, spiritually, emotionally - to remain in relationship with those with 
whom we have heartfelt differences of opinion, differences reflecting our respective worldviews and 
sense of our identity. It can be so tempting to say, “look, you go your way and I’ll go mine.  We have no 
common ground between us.”  Indeed, this is likely what many of us are saying under our breath (or 
even aloud) in an era in which our society stands so divided by definitional values and tribal identities. 
 
But as the Torah makes clear, it is simply not an option to give up on the conversations necessary to 
repair our frayed relationships.  We need to hash out a shared vocabulary that will re-connect us to one 
another and to our shared dreams.  The price of failing in this endeavor is too high. 
 
In the coming week, we in the TBE community will be modeling the conduct of nuanced conversations 
on a much smaller and, God-willing, far less divisive basis.  Our members are being invited to participate 
in focus group discussions during which we will share ideas about what our communal Shabbat 
experience might look like while COVID limits the scope of our in-person interactions. 
 



For many this may appear an exercise in drawing arbitrary lines on an imaginary map, but I would like to 
suggest that it is in fact a definitional experience, defining of our ritual life in the weeks ahead, but even 
more so of our commitment to one another and to our shared future.  I hope that many of you will join 
us for the discussions and the opportunities that result. 
 
Shabbat shalom, 
Rabbi Rachel Safman 
 


